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Whether it’s watching a favorite old movie, visiting  
a museum or attending a concert, every moment of life  
is an opportunity for us to connect—to ourselves, each 
other and the greater world.

At Chicago Methodist Senior Services, we strive to keep 
residents connected—to the dynamic world within our 

communities and to the world surrounding us. This year we’ve added  
a director of arts programming, Dr. Mark Pohlad, to elevate these efforts. 
Through innovative arts and music programming, we’re helping residents 
to better enjoy life, improve cognition and build bonds. Thank you for 
your own role in helping us thrive. We’re grateful to be connected to you.

Sincerely,

Bill Lowe
President and CEO

Creating connections, 
strengthening seniors’ worlds



A green space of their own

Bridging high school seniors and life seniors

The original Sueske Garden was opened at 
Wesley Place more than two decades ago and  
was treasured by residents, families and staff.  
It was also a highlight of the Andersonville 
Garden Walk. After building codes changed, we 
were able to comply by relocating the garden  
to a new setting on the grounds to ensure that 
this legacy of nature continues to flourish and  
be appreciated by all residents. 

In the fall of 2017, we opened our newly renovated 
Sueske Garden, a beautiful and accessible  
space that offers the residents of Wesley Place a 
setting to enjoy the outdoors, sit in the sunshine 
and appreciate the beauty of plants and flowers.

Hartwell Place also was able to benefit from the Sueske grant. The Hartwell garden was 
renovated with raised flower beds so all residents could participate in gardening. New patio  
furniture was also added to the garden so residents can gather and celebrate in a secure area.

Amundsen High School is one of Chicago’s  
most diverse high schools. For the past three 
years, CMSS has been further expanding on  
that diversity by helping students understand 
aging and the elderly as part of a civic 
engagement project.

The program starts with assigned reading  
and classroom discussions about the perceptions 
of aging, including cultural differences. Students 
get to “experience” aging through exercises  
like breathing through a straw, walking with  
a walker and hearing through cotton balls. After 
a visit to one of our communities, they use the 
knowledge they’ve gained to write reflections 
about their experience. The program is not 
only enjoyable for students but also creates a 
lifelong impact—connecting younger generations 
with older ones through greater mindfulness, 
sensitivity and respect.

The Hartwell Place patio offers residents a place to enjoy  
the outdoors.

An Amundsen High School senior and CMSS resident share 
and plant seedlings together.



SENSING IS BELIEVING

It’s one thing to know a person is experiencing a condition like hearing loss, memory loss  
or Alzheimer’s. But by understanding what that feels like and means for a person’s daily life,  
CMSS staff are able to provide every individual with more personalized and supportive care. 
Through Embodied Labs training modules, CMSS staff in all our communities take immersive 
virtual training to experience firsthand conditions like macular degeneration, hearing loss, 
Alzheimer’s stages and end of life. Through greater awareness, we’re delivering greater care.

Impact by the numbers
January – December 2017

Financial summary of income and expenses
Fiscal year ending December 31, 2017  (all figures in thousands)

■  Skilled Nursing - $9,368
■  Assisted Living - $1,754
■  Nurse Recruitment - $1,730
■  Foundation - $1,094
■  Housing - $678
■  Contributions - $165
■  Corporate - $129
■  Community Services - $17
■  Other - ($345)

■  Salaries and Benefits - $9,311
■  Purchased Services - $2,266
■  Supplies - $1,330
■  Depreciation/Amortization - $1,224
■  Occupancy - $762
■  General Administration - $669
■  Interest - $337

■  Private Pay/Insurance - $8,175
■  Medicare - $4,319
■  State of Illinois - Medicaid - $1,578
■  Housing and Urban Development - $352
■  Contributions - $165

TOTAL  
INCOME 
$14,590

TOTAL  
EXPENSES 

$15,899

INCOME BY 
PAYOR SOURCE 

$14,589

292 people served  
in short-term rehab

95+ individual and  
group volunteers149 people served  

in memory care 160+ trips to museums, 
farmers’ markets  
and other outings

$91,421 in free care provided



Creativity that makes  
our communities go around

Inspiring lifelong learning
At Chicago Methodist Senior Services, we believe in continually 
inspiring seniors with new ideas and accomplishments. Residents at 
three CMSS communities can now earn a certificate of achievement 
for continuing education in art history by attending a series of 
lectures by Dr. Mark Pohlad, an art historian and DePaul University 
professor who is also our director of arts programming. Dr. Pohlad 
uses beautiful paintings, sculptures and architecture to discuss 
artistic concepts and history. These topics often serve as a gateway 
for broader discussions about other aspects of history and memories.

Tuning in to enjoyment with music
Music has the power to help people feel good. In partnership with 
the Old Town School of Folk Music, our Wesley Place community 
hosts musicians who play a range of songs to delight resident 
music lovers. With guitars, ukuleles and rhythm instruments, 
talented musicians visit weekly to play familiar folk songs, with 
residents often singing along and taking an active part in the fun. 

Stimulating imaginations with TimeSlipsTM

 CMSS uses TimeSlips, a MacArthur Award-winning program,  
to help residents with memory loss engage in storytelling.  
With no right or wrong answers, we present images as prompts 
and ask open questions like, What’s happening in this picture?  
By drawing on self-expression and emotions without requiring 
recall, TimeSlips is a joyful and evidence-based way for people  
to meaningfully share and participate in community.

In 2017 CMSS completed a successful rebrand that captures  
our uniquely individualized care and services.
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We are so grateful for the generosity of our  
370 donors and dedication of our board members. 
Thank you for helping us care better, every day.


